
Report: ENVA 2020 
 

 

Prakriti - the Humanitarian and Environmental Society of MSIT organised its annual fest ENVA,              

the grandest and the most awaited college fest. The two-day extravaganza held on 8th and 9th                

January 2020 ensured that everybody enjoyed the varied events hosted in the fest. While it               

rained heavily on the first day, it did not bog down Team Prakriti and everybody continued to                 

organize their events with more zest and determination. Their efforts bore fruit when a huge               

number of people attended the fest and participated in various events. The grand endeavour was               

turned into a reality, under the guidance of the staff and our seniors. With a vibrant line-up of                  

cultural events and competitions, ENVA’20 was a crowd-pulling event which witnessed a            

footfall of more than 4000 students. The competitions were both inter college as well as intra                

college and the participation was extraordinary. The line up of competitions in the fest was as                

follows - 

 



AAGHAZ, the street play event was organised in collaboration with Aarambh - The Dramatics              

Society of MSIT. The event was thought to provoke as every performance threw light on               

sensitive topics and made people aware of them. The event was a major success and captured the                 

attention of every person around them. Aaghaz was held on 8th January.  

  

 

Prakriti MSIT explored the shades of nature and urged everyone to do their bits to make the best                  

use of the environment through the GREENITE event. The theme was to Promote Green, Think               

Green. It was a team-based event where the team who won a round was promoted to the                 

subsequent round. Greenite was held on 8th January. 

 

MYSTERY ROOM provided a real-life escape game experience where a team of players             

cooperatively discovered clues, solved puzzles and accomplished tasks and eventually          

progressed in the game! The participants were excited to participate and try their luck in the                

room. Mystery Room was held on 8th January  



ENVA’s Eve was incomplete without the power pack treasure of dance. Dance highlights vigour,              

strength, and passion. During the whole event, the audience watched in awe how one can turn                

imagination into reality. The aura of street dance competition in collaboration with DON'T KILL              

THE STREETS and the Unity Crew set the grounds on fire. Don't Kill the Streets was held on                  

9th January  

 

 

ART GALERIA, the art event of ENVA, gave a platform which served as a base for students to                  

show their creativity and hidden potential. The participants made their piece of art on a given                

theme specified on the event day. This event brought out their creativity on paper as well as their                  

thoughts. Art Galeria was held on 8th January.  

 

TREASURE HUNT, the race to solve clues in order to win. The event was a fun-filled wherein                 

every participant was racking their brains to solve clues and face the challenges. Treasure Hunt               

was held on 8th and 9th January.  

 



Several students from across colleges came to showcase their best argumentative side with             

SENATUS the debating event of ENVA in collaboration with Tark-The Literary Society of MSI.              

The participants were judged for content, relevance, expression, clarity, power and vocabulary.            

Every participant presented concrete views on the topic and aimed at winning the debate.              

Senatus was held on 8th January. 

 

   

 

GUNS AND ROSES was a matchmaking event where games were played in pairs. The final               

round tested the strategy and compatibility between the partners based on which the winners              

were declared. Overall, the day was full of exhilaration for the participants. Guns and Roses was                

held on 8th and 9th January.  

 

 

 



ENVA’S GOT TALENT provided the momentous platform to the students who wished to             

showcase their skills and vigour but never found a stage to present. Students participated              

enthusiastically and we found hidden singers, beatboxers, rappers, Shayaris, stand up comedians,            

mimicry artists, magicians, juggling, freestyle with football artists and many more. ENVA’s got             

Talent was held on 8th January. 

 

   

 

Numerous participants came and re-lived their childhood memories with crazy and fun board             

games through BAZINGA, the board games event. At the end of the day, it left the students                 

nostalgic. Bazinga was held on 8th and 9th January.  

 

 



EPISODES, ENVA’s guessing event introduced the students to a fun, Bollywood cum            

entertainment-based activities event. It enthralled all the movie geeks and tempted them to play              

and answer the rounds. Episodes were held on 8th and 9th January.  

 



HUNGER GAMES, the food event proved to be a delightful one. It challenged the lovers of food                 

to compete with one another to become the ultimate foodie. The participants were ecstatic and               

did their best to win the event. Hunger Games was held on 8th January.  

 

 

SPORTSZILLA, the sports event for the event made sure to get the adrenaline rushing in               

everybody. Participants were quick like a mouse when they perform their tasks while their              

friends cheered for them. The whole event was a success as many students participated with zest.                

Sportszilla was held on 8th January.  

 

 

 

 



FRAGZONE CSGO, 'Gear up, let's move out. It's time to show who we are.' A CSGO gaming                 

event was organised for all the gaming buffs. The event was a success as the competition was                 

high and so was their excitement. FragZone CSGO was held on 8th and 9th January.  

 

 

 

 

BIZZARE BIDDING, a trading event in collaboration with adventure - The Marketing Society             

of MSI was an event for budding entrepreneurs. The event helped the participants to use their                

grey cells and build an empire from scratch. It tested and honed the creative and marketing skills                 

of every participant making the whole event a learning experience. Bizzare Bidding was held on               

9th January.  

 

 

 

 



FRAGZONE PUBG, a mobile PUBG event was organized for all the people who love to score a                 

chicken dinner. The whole event was enthralling as everyone focused on getting their kills and               

claiming the diner. FragZone PUBG was held on 8th and 9th January.  

 

 

 

Poetry is when emotions have found thoughts and the thoughts have found words. Poetry              

returned to MSIT for the second edition of the poetry gathering event ROOHANIYAT, where a               

beautiful lineup by renowned poets presented their art and overwhelmed the crowd. It gave a               

platform to the budding poets where they learned the art of performing their poetry and hence                

using the power of their words to move the audience. Roohaniyat was held on 8th January.  

 

 

 



Last minute is always crucial, be it during the exam or the game. In the event MINUTE TO WIN                   

IT, students were seen full of zeal, racing against the clock to complete the given task in a                  

minute. This event tested their speed and coordination skills. Minute to win it was held on 8th                 

and 9th January. 

 

 

 

The lineup of events was a major success. Moreover, everybody enjoyed the fest. It left them                

with cherished memories and excited for next year.  

 
 
 
 
 
  
 


